ZEABORN is a growing group in the maritime sector. Since its foundation in 2013, we successfully
built and acquired maritime companies and formed a global shipping group – delivering integrated
services in the segments Shipowning, Commercial Management and Ship Management.
Currently, the ZEABORN fleet for commercial management consists of approximately 80 vessels and
for technical management approximately 160 vessels. Our goal is to further expand the fleet, built
strategic partnerships and form a competitively strong group as to maximize the value-added for
customers.
Therefore, for our location in Hamburg, we are looking for a motivated and competent

Working Student
to join our young Corporate Development team in the ZEABORN Holding as soon as possible.
Your main tasks are:
- Direct support of the Project Managers in M&A tasks, e.g.
- Coordination and Management of worldwide acquisition/merger activities.
- Coordination and Management of worldwide integration activities.
- Development of business plans and conduct financial analyses.
- Preparation for shareholders’ decision-making.
- Preparation for presentations, meetings, workshops.
-

Increasingly take over own responsibility for project work packages, e.g.
- Work packages in a due diligence phase.
- Support functional workstreams in integration projects.
- Organization of workshop series.

Your key qualifications for the above tasks are:
- Bachelor or Master Graduate with relevant working experience (e.g. internships), preferably with
a financial or engineering background.
- Appropriate written and verbal communication skills – in German and English language.
- Appropriate organization skills (e.g. project management experience) and financial modelling
basics.
- Strong working discipline to go beyond average and motivation to build a successful maritime
group.
If the above mentioned teases you and applies to you, we are looking forward to your application:
- Motivation letter (max. 1/2 page).
- CV (max. 2 pages).
- Earliest date of entry.
- Send to: career@zeaborn.com
If you have any further question, please contact Ms. Maike Hartmann +49 421 9896 1815.

